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Identification
Pre-link r-.1odule
D. H. Johnson
Purpose
This section describes the pre~link module which is executed
during Multics system initialization.
It is used to link all
external references in the hard-core supervisor.
Pre-linking
avoids the necessity of having a linker operating in the
hard-core
supervisor during Multics execution.
It allows
hard-core supervisor linkage sections to be shared system wide
without having to contend with the interlock nroblem which would
exist if a linker wrote into the linkage ~ections.
Another
purpose of the pre-link module is to combine and condense linkage
section information for hard-core supervisor segments.
This
function of the pre-link module reduces both the number and the
size of the linkage section segments in the teDplate descriptor.
This section assumes that the reader is familiar with the
Bootstrap
Ini tializer
(IISP!:l BL. 4) 1
the Ini tializer Control
Program (I:SPI'l BL.S.Ol) 1 the segr:.ccnt looci.ing table
C~SPI-1
BL.2),
the initialization linJ:cr (:ISPH BL. 7. 01) 1
and linkage section
structure UiSPII BD. 7).
Introduction
The
pre-link module has the iesponsibility during ~ultics
initialization to see to it that hard-core supervisor linkage is
properlv arranacd and that all linkaae paths are comnlete~.
The
pre-link modul~ is assisted in its ~job by the i~itialization
linker and the initialization data segnent grm·;er, cla.tnk
(I:SPI·:
BL.7.03).
Ilore specifically, the tasks of the pre~·lin}:- nodule
are:
1. l1ost har~-core supervisor linkage sections are combineC
several special linkage segments.
2.
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called several times by the Initializer Control Program.
Each
time.this entry is called the hard-core supervisor link~ge
segments that have been loaded by the segment loader
(PSPM
BL.6.01) since the last call are considered for combining into
either a wired down, loaded, or active special linkage segment.
Then all of the currently loaded hard-core supervisor linkage
sections
are examined and linkage faults are changed,
if
possible, to correct machine addresses. References to undefined
segments are skipped. Th~ second entry to the pre-link module,
which does task 3 above,
is called once by the Initializer
Control Progran after all hard-core super~isor segments have been
loaded and linked'. The procedure invoked at this entry exarn.ines
all of the pre-linked linkage seg~ents.
All link pairs that
still contain faults are considered to be references to segnents
outside the hard-core supervisor. These linkages are placed into
a special out reference linkage segment which is not in the
hard~core ring
of protection.
An indirect machine address
pointing to the moved linkage is placed in the link pair.
When
all of the pre-linked linkage segments have been examined, all
linkage
faults
have
been
eliminated from the hard-core
supervisor.
Nhen the pre-link module is used, Nultics
the following state.

initialization

is

in

1.

The hard-core supervisor segments that the pre-linker must
reference have been loaded from the Multicis System Tape.
The
referenced segments include text segments, as well as linkage
section segments, if pure linkage definition information has been
stored at the end of the text segments by the programming
language translators. The definition pointers in the headers •of
the referenced linkage sections hav:c been set by the segr.':ent
loader.

2. The SLT contains entries for linkage as well as text
segments. Each SL'l, entry contcdns
linkage information items
that are needed by the pro-link moduleL Sorne of the itePs are
set from information contained on the system tape while others
are determined during initialization.
Linkage segments have
names which conform to Multics standar6s.
..,

SLT entries exist for th~ spncial linkage sc~nents
b~r tl1e r)::e-linker
'j:J1c;st:: scg:~~en.ts a1~E: ir:i tic~ll~;
er~:)t~y·
2r:(.
their descriptor scg0ent e~trics ~ay initially conta~n ~issing
segment faults.
The core nanagement pro=edures, mentioned below,
are responsihle for providing mer~ry for these scgne~~2.
Thereare f~ur special li~k2gc seg2ents. T~cir na~es ant dcscrip~icna
are CJ l ven nelo·:.?.
:J.
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wired hcs.link
This linkage segment is used to copy headers, link pairs, and
entries contained in all combinable vTired dmvn linkage
sections for the hard-core supervisor. Entries are machine
instructions necessary for transferring cont~ol from one
segment to anot.her (IISPLl BD.7.02-.03). This linkage segment
will contai~ one linkage section fo~ ea6h linkage section
copied. It is a per-systen1 segment in the httrd-core ring.

b.

loaded hcs.lihk
Same as wired down except for loaded (in the
hard-core supervisor segments.

c.

Multics

sense)

active hcs.link
sa·me as v7ired dmvn except
segments.

d.

for

active

hard-core

supervisor

out hcs.link
This linkage segment is used. to re-btiild all links and link
definitions for references from the hard-core supervisor to
segments residing in other rings of protection.
It is a
per-process segment which will be accessible by the Multics
.linker in ring 1. It will contain one linkage section.

4. A core mnnager is functioning which will ·handle missing
segment and nissing page faults.
For the first part of
initialization this is done by the Initializing Core Mana~er
U!SPH BL.6.03). Later ·the Hultics :file syster:1 takes over this
function.
5. The initialization linker (MSP~i BL.7.01) is designed to set
links in hard-core supervisor linkage sections as well as t1ultics
Initializer linkage sections. The linker is callable bv the
pre-link module to set links.
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1. A pass is ~ade through the hard-core supervisor entries in
the SLT to enter combinable linkage sections into the appropriate
special combined linl-:age segment. The range of segment m.unbers
currently assigned to the hard-core supervisor is kept at the
beginning of the SLT. Each SLT entry is processed as follows:
a.

·If the linkage segment provided switch is OFF for the entry,
The entry is
the segment does not have a linkage section.
skipped_and the next entry is tested.

b.

The entry represents a hard-core supervisor segment that
a linkage section.

has

If the pre-linked switch is ON for the entry, this segment
has
been
pre-linked
by
a
previous
call
to
the
pre linker$combine set procedure- The entry is skipped and
control goes to step a. to test the next entry.
c-

The pre-linked switch for the entry is set ON.
If the combine-linkage svli tch is OFF for the entry, the
linkage section for this segment is not combinable and should
be pre-linked where it currently resides.
The entry is
skipped and control goes to step a. to test the next entry.

d.

The linkage section is combinable. The text-linkage segment
number item in this entry contains the segment number of the
linkage section.
h
linkage block is appended to the
appropriate combined linkage segment for each linkage block
in the original linkage section.. The definition pointer, the
links, and the entries are copied from the original .block(s)
into the new linkage hlock{s).
.The definitions are not
copied. The structure of pointers in linkage sections allows
this information to be copied without change.
(See Comment 2
belm''·) The particular combined segment is determined by the
segment status item in the SI/r entry.
It 1nust be either
wired down, loaded, or active.
The pre-linker maintains
pointers to the next available location in each of the
combined scgr.1ents.
'l'he combined-linkage section segment
number and combined linkage offset itens in the SLT entry are
set. Control then goes to step a. for the next entry.

\·Ihen the pass through the SUJ.' described in paragraph 1 is
finished, all newly loaded linka~e sections hnve been combined,
if recJller:;tec1, into t1lE~ir fin.a.l scg1~e11t: rcs:Ldcn,::e~~ 'J~l-:c p.:cc-~:_:Ln~-:e!:·
110\l makes a
pass through the ;:;pec.ial C<'lDDlnec1
(>:;i reel
CO':Jn,
loaded, and active) and the non-coriliinable linkc:tge scgncnts
to
2.
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- Linkage segment provided switch - ON
Pre-linked switch - ON
- Combine-linkage s1.·1itch - OFF
The segment number of the non-combinable linkage
contained in the text-linkage segment number iterc~.

section

is

for

fi

Each linkage segment is processed as follows:
a.

Every word located at an even offset
modifier.

is

tested

an

If the tag field of the word is not an fi modifier, the
is skipped and the next even word is tested.
b.

word

The existence of an fi modifier indicates that the vJOrd
examined is the first of a tvm word link pair which has not
been set.
The pre-linker calls the initialization linker to place the
correct machine address in the link pair. The initialization
linker is called just as if the hardware had detected the
fault while executing the word, i.e., the fault interceptor
had
been invoked
(MSPM BL.5.02).
There is only one
restriction placed on the linker by the pre-linker.
Type 2
external
references
(ITB
indirect to base)
are not
permitted since the pre-linker does not know the correct base
address register values to pass to the linker.
The trap
before link feature is permitted.
The machine conditions passed t6 the linker are fabricated so
that it appears that a link~ge fault actually occurred.
However, only an inconplcte set of machine conditions is
passed.
The linker may return control to an error routine wj.th one of
several possible error codes.
If the error indicates that
the segment referenced is not loaded, the error. is ignored
and control goes to step a. above to test the next even word.
The link pair has not been changed.
It may be set on a
following call to pre linkcr$comhinc set 1r the sogrent
referenced is loaded in the inter in. l\I1 other errors cause
initialization to stop.
pair has been changed to a correct rachine address.
goes to step a. to test the next even wore.

(:on.trol

'1'he second c;nt:ry to the p:cc>-link '''Odnle lS gi liOn control D":

call pre

linker$re~irect
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This procedure arranges the linkage for ~eferences from
hard-core supervisor to segments in other protection rings.
steps are described below.

the
The

A pass is made through the special combined ( wired dm·m, loaded,
and active) and the non-combinable hard-core supervisor linkage
.sections to redirect all link pairs containing linkage faults· to
the special combined linkage segment for out references.
All
non-coiT~inable
linkage segments are found as described in
paragraph 2 under procedure pre_linker$combine_set.
Each linkage segment is processed as follows:
a.

Every word located at an even offset
modifier.

is

tested

for

If the tag field of the \'lOrd is not an fi modifier, the
is skipped and the next even word is tested.
b.

an

fi
\'lOrd

If an fi modifier is found, the Herd tested and the next \•lOrd
contain pointers to the linkage definition.
The link pair
and the entir~ linkage definition for the reference are
copied
into
the
next available locations of segment
out hcs.link. As linkage information is placed into this
comoined
linkage
segment,
relative
pointers must be
re-computed. Ati ITS pair with an indirect rnodifi~r is placed
in the original link pair to point to the unlinked link pair
constructed in out hcs.link.
Control goes to step a. to test the next even location.

Comments on the pre-linker

1. The strategy of placing hard-core linkage in its final
·resting place before linking is important. The trap befpre link
and trap before definition features
~ake
it possible for the ·
hard-core supervisor to obtain control during pre-linking.
If,
while the hard-core supervisor is executing, a linkage fault is
recognized by the h2rd~o·1are, the linker will then be ·able to
dynamically link the reference using the correct linkage segnent.
However, if the hard-core supervisor references a segment that
has not yet been loaded when it is executing, the linker is
forced to terminate initialization.
The pre··1in}:er asstL.r.:les that the ha.rc~core supervisor linl:age
sections are structured in the standard manner; i.e., each block
contains infornation in the follm·1ing order:
2.

L
2.
. 3.

entries
definitions ( ?hesc

segnent.)
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The information to be copied from the original linkage section to
the combined linkage segment is contained in the part of the
linkage block(s) immediately following the header(s).
If the.
definition pointer is not pointing into the linkage block, the
entire block will be copied.
If the definition pointer is
pointing into the linkage block, only the information betHeen the
header and the location indicated by the definition pointer will
be copied. If the copied linkage section contains more than o~e
linkage block thri next block and previous block pointers will
have to be re-computed.
3. Any linkage building procedures used during-initialization on
behalf of the hard-core supervisor should take into consideration
the linkage segment arrangement outlined in this document.
Linkage
constructed
during
initialization
for combinable
hard-core supervisor segments should be placed in the proper
combined linkage segment using the.pointer to the next available
location. The linkage building procedures are also responsible
for updating these pointers. If possible, linkage information
should be added for a segment using the segment's linkage block
which was created by the pre-linker. If a new linkage block is .
constructed in the combined segment, that block should be chained
to the one created by the pre-linker.
4. The various linkage sections combined into the special
linkage segments are independent. In p~rticular, the linker is
not aware that the linkage section it is examining may be part of
a combined linkage segrrtent.
5. The combinable hard-core supervisor linkage section segments
should be listed on the system tape as initialization segments, so
that they will be assigned segment nurnbers in the initialization
portion of the descriptor. These iegments, which ar~ not needed
after initialization, will not be in the template.
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